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Abstract: In real life, there are many problems like shortest path, graph coloring, travelling Salesmen problem (TSP) etc, thus
providing solution to each problem is nearly or highly impossible with the help of traditional methods in reasonable amount of time. But
it may be possible with the help of heuristic approach. It provides solution but don’t guarantee optimal solution. Graph partitioning
problems are NP-Complete problems, partitioning graph into p-partitions using multilevel method, spectral method etc. for various
purposes .Here we are studying several techniques to partition graph.
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1. Introduction

4. Graph partitioning techniques

Graph partitioning is an important problem in the field of
computer science as it has many applications in real life. To
find shortest path in a given graph, partitioning will lead to
find optimal shortest path using suitable heuristic [9].
Partitioning graph having exact solution is possible only with
very small graph having limited vertices and edges. If there
are „2n‟ vertices then total number of possibilities is (2n)! /
(n!)2 i.e. for 100 vertices 5 x 1028 possibilities[4]. To
overcome this problem heuristic graph partitioning performs
well and deploying it on multi-core systems will give good
graph partitions.

Graphs are based on two basic geometric figures
4.1 With nodal co-ordinate
4.1.1 Partitioning Planar graph[15][24]
A planar graph is a graph that can be embedded in the plane,
i.e., it can be drawn on the plane in such a way that its edges
intersect only at their endpoints Lipton-Tarjan proposed a
partitioning algorithm in 1977. It is based on √n vertex
separator theorem. Ungar(1951) having complexity O (√n
log n), Hopcroft-Tarjan(1973) based on depth first search
tried for partitioning planar graph.

2. Graph partitioning
4.1.2 Inertial Partitioning[5][15]
Graph partitioning is dividing a graph into two or more parts
based on certain condition. It can be defined as dividing
vertices V into union of partitions P such that , disjoint set of
V1,V2,…Vn such that V1 Π V2=Φ for i ≠ j. Graphs are
partitioned based on number of vertices and edges. Balanced
graphs that are having equal number of vertices on each side,
and partitioning it is NP-Complete[5][7], so we need good
heuristic and approximation algorithms for partitioning graph
to get optimal partition which will lead for further
application base.

This graph bisection algorithm is very simple: For a graph
with 2D coordinates, it chooses a line such that half the
nodes are on one side of the line, and half are on the other.
For a graph with 3D coordinates, it chooses a plane with the
same property.

3. Heuristic
It is an approach towards finding solutions in the reasonable
amount of time. Traditional methods aren‟t performing well
over large space to give results in a reasonable amount of
time. According to G. Potdar et.al [13] heuristic approach
doesn‟t give guarantee to find optimal solution always. Many
real world problems like NP-hard can be solved by using
heuristic approach. Heuristic value is denoted as h(n) and
formulated to find the total estimated cost.

Heuristic function

Figure.2: Inertial Graph Partitioning
4.1.3 Partitioning with random lines and circles[15][22]
The Lipton-Tarjan planar graph separator theorem provides
intuition for the success of inertial graph partitioning. It is
generalized idea of nearest neighbor of planar graph to
higher dimension.

f(n)=g(n)+h(n)
Where,
f(n)- Total estimated cost
g(n)- Cost up to node n from starting point
h(n)- Estimated cost from n-node to goal.
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In above equations, equation (1), calculate internal distance
and equation (2), calculate external distance of vertex in a
given sub graphs.

Figure 3: Partitioning with lines and circles.
4.2 Without nodal co-ordinate
4.2.1 Exact Solution[4]
A large amount of literature is available on methods that
solve graph partitioning problem (GPP) optimally. Most of
the methods rely on the branch-and-bound framework.
Linear programming is used by Brunetta et al. Hager et al.
formulate GPP in form of a continuous quadratic program on
which the branch and bound technique is applied.
4.2.2 Breadth First Search[6][19][23]
It is simple approach based on Breadth First Search of a
graph. This technique is effective on planar graphs and
performs well on overlap graphs. It produce sub graph GP i of
G, where GPi is a tree with root node.

4.2.4
Fiduccia and Mattheyes(FM)[14]
It is KL further improved algorithm introduced in 1982,
which iteration can be done on O|E| time. Like KL method,
FM method performs iterations during which each node
moves at most once and best bisection observed during
iteration is used as an input to next iteration. However
instated of selecting a pair of nodes, FM method select single
node i.e. at each step of an iteration unmark node with
maximum gain value is alternatively selected from N1 and
N2.
4.2.5
Spectral Partitioning[8][21]
It is the most powerful and expensive method. This
technique is coined by Fiedler in 1970. It is motivated by
analogy to vibrating string having modes of vibration or
harmonics.

Figure 5: Vibrating string for spectral bisection.

Figure 4: BFS partitioning
4.2.3 Kernighan-Lin algorithm(KL)[4]
KL algorithm is proposed one of the earliest methods for
graph partitioning. More recent methods are based on local
improvement methods, often variation of this method. Given
an initial bisection, the KL method tries to find a sequence of
node pair exchanges that leads to an improvement of the cut
size.
Let {N1,N2} –be the bisection of graph G(V,E) for all V Є N
we define,
In KL algorithm V(G) calculate gain value of vertices for
which need to calculate internal distance and external of the
vertex with other vertex in the same partition or in another
partition. These equations are given below,

 w(v, u)

Int(v) =

……………..(1)

( v ,u )E &GP ( v ) GP ( u )

Ext(v) =

 w(v, u)

4.2.6 Multilevel approach[10][11][16]
The graph G can be bisected using a multilevel algorithm.
The basic structure of a multilevel algorithm is very simple.
The graph G is first coarsened down to a few hundred
vertices, a bisection of this much smaller graph is computed,
and then this partition is projected back towards the original
graph, by periodically refining the partition. Since the finer
graph has more degrees of freedom, such refinements usually
decrease the edge-cut. Formally, a multilevel graph bisection
algorithm works as follows:
Consider a weighted graph G0 = ( V0, E0 ) , with weights
both on vertices and edges. A multilevel graph bisection
algorithm consists of the following three phases
a) Coarsening Phase
1) A graph G0 is transformed into sequence of smaller
graphs G1,G2,…Gn. such that
2) |V0|>|V1|>|V2|…|Vm|.
b) Partitioning Phase
1) Two partitions GP1 and GP2 are formed of a graph
G(V,E) where each partition containing half of the
vertices of G.
c) Un coarsening Phase
Partitioned graphs are projected to form original graph G 0.

………………..(2)

( v ,u )E &GP ( u )

V(G) = Ext(v) – Int(v)
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Figure 6: Multi-level graph partitioning
4.2.7 Flow based approach[9]
The well-known max-flow min-cut theorem can be used to
separate two node sets in a graph by computing a maximum
flow and hence a minimum cut between them. This approach
completely ignores balance, and it is not obvious how to
apply it to the balanced graph partitioning problem. The
minimum cut of a weighted graph G is the cut of the graph
with minimum weight. The minimum cut between two
vertices v and w in G is the minimum weight cut of G that
puts v and w in different partitions.

5. Conclusion
Here we have seen various methods of graph partitioning i.e.
with co-ordinate and without co-ordinate. Based on graph
methods performance may vary. Graph partitioning based on
heuristic methods and approximations in large complex
network lead to have optimal solution.
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